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Purpose: To shortly introduce Freud and Jungs thoughts
and compare them with the novel teachings in Divine Principle 
of korean prophet Sun Myung Moon.

Summary: The sexual parts of Freud and Jung, are precursors of 
the Full truth of illicit Spiritual and Physical sexuality as the root Sin;
later revealed by Sun Myung Moon in Divine Principle 1936-45.

Freuds; ID – SUPEREGO – EGO
Principles; Fallen Nature – Man Sinning – Original Nature

Solution. The Blessing

Vocabulary at the end. 



Sigmund Freud       Carl Gustav Jung 
   1856-1939                 1875 –1961



Sigmund Freud 
(Moravia, 6 May 1856 – London, 23 September 1939) 
Austrian neurologist (a person who treats the nervous system).

He invented the treatment of mental illness and neurosis by 
means of psychoanalysis.

Freud is important in psychology because he studied the 
unconscious mind. 

The unconscious part of the mind cannot be easily controlled 
or noticed by a person.

Freud



Three Essays on the Theory of Sexuality 

sometimes titled Three Contributions to the Theory of Sex, 
is a 1905 work by Sigmund Freud which advanced his theory 
of sexuality, in particular its relation to childhood.

Discussing the choice of children and animals as sex objects 
— pedophilia and bestiality — he notes that most people 
would prefer to limit these perversions to the insane "on 
aesthetic grounds" but that they exist in normal people also. 

Freud



Sexuality is the key to the problem of the psychoneuroses 
and of the neuroses in general. 

No one who disdains the key will ever be able to unlock the 
door.           /Sigmund Freud

Commment: Compare with Divine Principle, 
                     and the (sexual) Fall of Man - (further below)

                     The Returning Christ must disclose 
                     the root of the Fall and its solution. 

Freud



Freud was surely onto the Truth about the Fall of Man

Freud



Freud on Telepathy

Freud is so impressed by Cecil Murray's report on telepathic 
experiments at the Society for Psychical Research that he is 
"prepared to give up his resistances to the existence of 
thought transference".

"As you remember I already expressed a favorable bias toward 
telepathy during our trip to the Harz. But there was no need to 
do so publicly; my conviction was not very strong, and the 
diplomatic aspect of preventing psychoanalysis from drawing 
too close to occultism very easily retained the upper hand. 

Freud



Now, the revision of Traumdeutung (Dream interpretation)
for the collected edition gave me the impetus to reconsider the 
problem of telepathy. 

In the meantime, however, my personal experience through 
tests, which I undertook with Ferenczi and my daughter, 
have attained such convincing power over me 
that diplomatic considerations had to be relinquished.

Freud



Again I was presented with an instance where, on a very much 
reduced scale, I had to repeat the great experiment of my life; 
namely, to admit to a conviction without considering the 
resonance of the world around me. 

So it was then inevitable. If anyone should bring up with you 
my Fall from grace, just answer calmly that my acceptance of 
telepathy is my own affair, like my Judaism and my passion for 
smoking, etc., and that the subject of telepathy is not related to 
psychoanalysis."    [SF-Jones 7.3.1926]

Freud





   Man Sinning

Principle view

Bad – Good Spirit World

Original NatureFallen Nature



4 Sins:

1.Original sin
2.Hereditary sin
3.Collective sin
4.Individual sin

4 Fallen Natures:

Failing to take God’s standpoint
Leaving one’s proper position
Reversing dominion
Multiplying the criminal act

Divine Principle



4 Sins:

1.Original sin     - removed at The Blessing/
                              Holy Wine ceremony

Divine Principle



4 Sins:

1.Original sin     - removed at The Blessing/
                              Holy Wine ceremony
2.Hereditary sin - Ancestor Liberation
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4 Sins:

1.Original sin     - removed at The Blessing/
                              Holy Wine ceremony
2.Hereditary sin - Ancestor Liberation
3.Collective sin  - Isralites suffered because 
                    of rejection of Jesus as Messiah
                            - Cross-cultural Blessings
                              todays Korea
                              removed when Korea unites (?)

Divine Principle



4 Sins:

1.Original sin     - removed at The Blessing/
                              Holy Wine ceremony
2.Hereditary sin - Ancestor Liberation
3.Collective sin  - Isralites suffered because 
                    of rejection of Jesus as Messiah
                            - Cross-cultural Blessings
                              todays Korea
                              removed when Korea unites (?)
4. Individual sin   Life in CheonIlGuk – Live for Others
                              Hon Dok Hae; Daily Holy Text-reading

Divine Principle



Number one is, there was a point in time when human
beings were naked, and they weren’t ashamed of it. 
Number two is, there is a point in time — which is now
— when they are naked, and they are ashamed of it.

The question is, well, what's associated with nakedness 
and shame?
 
That's often given a sexual connotation in classic 
interpretations of the Adam and Eve story — 
because of it’s association with nudity, I presume. 

But I think it’s a lot more complicated than that. 

Jordan Petersen MD



Part of clothing is protection, but a tremendous amount of it 
is merely stopping other people from evaluating you too 
harshly all the time; it just gets in the way. 

Anyways, this story makes the case that, at some point, 
we weren’t like that. Animals aren’t like that, 
so it seems perfectly plausible that we weren’t like that. 

But, at some point, that changed.

Jordan Petersen MD



Adam and Eve are tempted by the snake; 
they eat the fruit; they wake up; 
they realize they're naked; 
they realize that they’re vulnerable; 
they realize the future; 
they realize they're gonna die; 
they realize they’re gonna have to work; 
they realize the difficulty in conception, 
and the fall of humankind from unconscious paradise. 

Ok. That makes sense. 
What about the knowledge of good and evil? 
 

Jordan Petersen MD



Human beings wake up (eyes are opened), 
and they think, 
we’re vulnerable — permanently. It’s never going away. 
It’s the recognition of that eternal vulnerability.

Jordan Petersen MD



The Mesopotamians believed that human 
beings were made out of the blood of Kingu, 
who was the worst monster that Tiamat, 
the Goddess of chaos, could imagine and then produce. 

So their idea was that there as something deeply, deeply, 
deeply, demonically flawed about humanity. 

That's their conception, and it’s out of that same milieu 
that these stories emerge. 

Jordan Petersen MD



The snake isn’t just the snake in the garden, 
and the snake isn’t just the possible snake, 
and the snake isn’t just the snake that's your enemy. 

The snake is your friend, because your friend can betray you. 
And then it’s even worse than that, because you can betray 
you. 
So even if you get rid of all the outside snakes, 
you’ve got an inside snake, and God only knows what it’s up to.

Source: Biblical Series IV: Adam and Eve

Jordan Petersen MD



Revelations – Divine Telepathy

Peter Confesses Jesus as the Christ
When Jesus came into the region of Caesarea Philippi, 
He asked His disciples, saying, “Who do men say that I, 
the Son of Man, am?”

 So they said, “Some say John the Baptist, some Elijah, 
and others Jeremiah or one of the prophets.”
He said to them, “But who do you say that I am?”



Revelations – Divine Telepathy

Simon Peter answered and said, 
“You are the Christ, the Son of the living God.”

Jesus answered and said to him, “Blessed are you, 
Simon Bar-Jonah, for flesh and blood has not revealed 
this to you, but My Father who is in heaven. Math 16:13-17



C.G. Jung, Man and her Symbols

Every culture has a mythological depiction of 
a fall into sin – alienation

Common symbols - of Humanity common 
"collective subconscious"

The symbols indicate a sexual guilt!
 
(Compare DP Original Sin) - link

Jung



In the Greek mythology, Pandora's box is a famous 
example. Pandora was a woman who was going to 
marry one of the gods, before the existence of evil.

They gave her a box and asked her not to open it until 
the wedding night was over. 

However, she could not resist or control her curiosity 
and upon opening it, terrible misfortunes and calamities 
befell the human race. 

The Bible tells the story of Adam and Eve.

Jung





The famous psychoanalyst, Carl Jung, understood 
these stories not merely as superstition or myth, 
but as important revelations of a truth far beyond the 
comprehension of our rational mind. 

For Jung, these were symbolic expressions of the 
collective memory of the human race, a treasure of 
secrets coming from our subconscious collective mind 
that tells us about our past as human beings.

Jung



Out of all the stories dealing with, what religions 
traditionally call, "the human fall", the Bible contains the 
most detailed account and the one which has caused 
the biggest impact on the different world cultural 
spheres. Consequently, this story deserves our 
undivided attention.

Source: True Love and Forbidden Love
              by Jesus Gonzales Losada

Jung



Divine Principle: Blood Lineage of satan



Jesus later figuratively put it ... you brood of vipers... = 
snake -Satan => OFFSPRING (brood)



Confronting the Shadow - satan

                                                           



I don’t’ assume that we can think eternal subjects like infinity, 
immortality, etc. We can only use such words. We just don’t 
know what is going to happen after death. 

The only thing we know within reasonable certainty is that 
the psyche is relatively independent of time and space or that 
time and space (including causality) are relatively dependent 
upon the psyche. 

(Vide: Jung and Pauli, the Interpretation of Nature and the 
Psyche, 1955.) 

Jung



In his autobiography Memories, Dreams, Reflections
the Swiss psychologist Carl Jung recounts his conversation 
with a highly cultivated elderly Indian, a friend of Mahatma 
Gandhi's. 

In discussing the different ways in which education took place 
in India, the Indian answered in reply to a question by Jung 
that his own guru was a man named Shankaracharya. 

Jung



Jung replies:

"You don't mean the commentator on the Vedas who died 
centuries ago?"

"Yes, I mean him," he said, to my (Jung's) amazement.

"Then you are referring to a spirit?" I asked.

"Of course it was his spirit," he agreed....
"There are ghostly gurus too," he added.

"Most people have living gurus. But there are always 
some who have a spirit for a teacher."

Jung



As Jung records, his conversation is an enlightenment to him, 
for over a period of time he had a similar experience, but he 
had not been able to explain it. 

Through his Indian acquaintance, he comes to understand 
people on earth are frequently guided by those on the spirit 
world.

Jung



Comment: For Divine Principle, the phenomenon experienced 
by Jung and his associate is an example of activity by spirit 
persons who are pursuing their own continuing resurrection. 

Since these spirit people did not complete the process during 
their lifetime on earth, they return to earth in spirit form to fulfill 
the task they left unaccomplished. 

They do this by helping and guiding people who are still on 
earth. As the spirit person assists the growth and achievement 
of such people on earth, he himself is spiritually benefited and 
progressively resurrected.

Jung



Mr. Moon says a person - a psychic or a medium who may be 
controlled by an entity who hasn't been here very long and 
who probably is still expressing and trying to validate some of 
the things that she believed while on earth - may look at you 
and become aware of a personality that is more than you are 
at this moment - at this particular hour of your life. 

She may get the idea that she is dealing with another 
incarnation. There is no reincarnation in the sense that there is 
a law which drives people back over and over again, but 
there is a law of correspondence. (returning ressurrection)

SMM



And when Jesus said, "It is necessary that I go, because if I 
(and the word 'I' as he used it meant 'I' the limited ego, which 
you know as your friend Jesus) - if I do not go the Spirit of 
Truth cannot come." 

In other words, he knew that he could only manifest in the 
highest and truest sense and speak the final truth, the spiritual 
truth, when he was no longer handicapped by personality - 
when he was no longer limited to the recognition on the part of 
his friends that he was just Jesus of Nazareth.

SMM



They could not always know that there was something more 
than the carpenter's son.  - There was something using him. 

And that is what I meant when I said, 
"The things that I do you could do, because I will send 
the Whole Spirit - the Spirit out from the top - until it envelops 
and involves all those who are ready to receive it." 

And that was the only time I ever really understood the 
Oriental preoccupation with the idea of rebirth. 
Rebirth is a spiritual thing. 
The spirit uses physical instruments, but is not limited to them.

Source: Arthur Ford Sessions

SMM



Folklorists and Jungian psychologists tell us that through art,
the psychological truth emerges as it is shared by the 
collective unconscious.

In great paintings, the psychic background of our ancestral and 
primal past is revealed.

Jung



In reality, many great artists of the past manipulated symbols 
and archetypes of the “collective unconscious” to advocate 
specific “truths.”

And the most famous perpetrator was Leonardo Da Vinci.
Comment: Mozart, Einstein, Tesla... 

Ref: The Virgin and The Priest: 
The Making of The Messiah by Mark Gibbs
Chapter 3, Zacharias and Mary

tparents.org/Library/Unification/Books/MakeMessiah-Gibbs/0-Toc.htm

Jung



Leonardo
Da Vinci



Leonardo
Da Vinci



Leonardo
Da Vinci



In 1913 two men in Western Europe, in different age 
and unknown to each other, began to undergo a very 
unusual experience: 
CG Jung and J.R.R. Tolkien stepped above a threshold 
and entered the world of imagination. 

For Jung this process, which he called active imagination, 
took the final shape by Liber Novus, also known as 
the Red Book, 
which became the seed for almost all of his subsequent 
works. 

1913



The rebirth of a new image of God in his soul and 
developing a new worldview in the form of 
a psychological and theological cosmology.

They had the shadow of eternity upon them and 
I could feel the truth of it.

The Red Book told of the battle between the world of 
reality and the world of the spirit.            /page 68

1913



For Tolkien this fantasy                           revealed the world of
Middle-earth, whose                                 stories and myths 
eventually led to the writing of The Lord of the Rings, 
a book that even within its own contextual history, 
called the Red Book of the West march. 

Even in different areas, namely, psychology and philology – 
there are many syncronistic parallels between Jung and 
Tolkien's "Red bookperiods“; 
the style of their works of art, 
the nature of their visions and dreams and 
a similarity of worldview that emerged from their experiences 
are all signs that they may have trampled sometimes, 
the same paths through the archetypal realm.

1913



The Black Books are a collection of seven private journals 
recorded by Carl Gustav Jung principally between 1913 and 
1932; they have been referred to as the "Black Books" due to 
the color of the final five journals' covers.

In these notebooks C. G. Jung recorded his imaginative and 
visionary experiences during the transformative period that has 
been called his "confrontation with the unconscious.

"my most difficult experiment.



C.G. Jung – 
The Red Book - Liber Novus ("The New Book")

The Red Book is a red leather bound folio manuscript crafted ‐
by the Swiss psychiatrist Carl Gustav Jung between 1915 and 
about 1930. 
It recounts and comments upon the author's imaginative 
experiences between 1913 and 1916, and is based on 
manuscripts first drafted by Jung in 1914 15 and 1917.‐

Despite being nominated as the central work in Jung’s oeuvre, 

it was not published or made otherwise accessible for study 
until 2009.



The Red Book is not "personal" as we use that word now. It is 
"personal" in the sense that it details one individual's very 
unique experience of coming into relationship with what Jung 
termed the Self, and in prior times was referred to as God, but 
it is at the same time very impersonal, and actually universal, 
in cataloguing the drama inherent in any person's formation of 
that relationship. 

The book is at home with The Odyssey, The Divine Comedy, 
Goethe's Faust, and, as much as anything, The Red Book is 
Jung's response to Thus Spoke Zarathustra and to Nietzsche's 
proposition that for modern man, God is dead. 



amazon Comment : It is beyond description! 

This truly unique book represents the personal journal one 
courageous man took into the dangerous realm of the 
unconscious in search of an understanding of himself and the 
structure of the human personality in general. 

In the process, Jung regained his soul which was lost in the 
contemporary malaise of spiritual alienation. Liber Novus, as 
the book is called, represents a prototype of the individuation 
process, which is seen as the universal form of individual 
development. 



Jung was a psychiatrist who worked with schizophrenics. 
He intuited that their fantasies held meaning important for their 
healing and saw that some of the fantasies corresponded to 
mythological motifs. 

This curiosity lead Jung to his own decision to drop beneath 
consciousness to explore the realm of these fantasies, the 
realm of the "dead". He did this without chemicals or inducers 
but through a process he called active imagination. An inner 
world opened up to him to explore, which he documented in 
his writings and paintings.



Comment: The Korean independence movement was a 
military and diplomatic campaign to achieve the independence 
of Korea from Japan. After the Japanese annexation of 
Korea in 1910, local resistance in Korea culminated in 
the March 1st Movement in 1919, which was crushed and sent 
Korean leaders to flee into China.

Was it Gods Messianic Korean Providence that inspired 
Jungs writing of the Red Book! -1916-1917

Why published first 2009 – 
Providential?, time of Cheon Il Guk starting 2013.    /end Jung



Life in 3 World
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Life in 3 World

+ fetal membrane=Cord  + air/food membrane=Mouth

 Physical                 =>             Mother  
 Parents                                     Earth

Liquid         =>         Air 
              ”1st death”

              ”1st birth” 
                 ”Seong Hwa”



Life in 3 World

fetal membrane=Cord  + air/food membrane=Mouth     +  love membrane=Head

Liquid         =>         Air         =>           Love 
              ”1st death”              ”2nd death” 

              ”1st birth”                ”2nd birth”
                 ”Seong Hwa”           ”Seung Hwa”

 Physical                 =>             Mother            =>                     God 
 Parents                                     Earth                                   Heavenly
                                                                                                 Parent



Two people in one 

Physical 
Body

Physical 
Mind

Spiritual 
Mind

Spiritual 
Body

Mind is the internal nature and body is the external form. 
Mind and body are two correlative aspects of a human being; 
hence, the body may be understood as a second mind.  /EDP

”Second Minds”

• Hearing 
• Seing
• Touching
• Smelling
• Tasting

• Hearing 
• Seing
• Touching
• Smelling
• Tasting



Commment: Compare with Divine Principle

•  Fall of Man 

•  Mission of the Messiah

•  Ancestor Liberation



The Commandment:

Gen 2:17
“But of the tree of the knowledge of good and evil you 
shall not eat, for in the day that you eat of it you shall 

die.”

Tree
of

Life

T/K
of

G & E

Adam Eve

Garden of Eden

Fall of Man
Summary



The Identity of the Serpent

1) Conversed with human beings
    and caused the Fall

a
spiritual

being

Angel
 (2 Pet 2:4)

 4) Serpent = Satan has been turning the
    hearts of people toward evil since the Fall

 3) Rev 12:9
    he was thrown down to the earth

   originally lived in heaven 

2) Knew of God’s Will

Archangel Lucifer = Satan
 (Is 14:12)

Fall of Man



2. The Crime of the Human Beings      

The Fall of the Angel and the Fall of  
     Human Beings

1. The Crime of the Angel

     Jude 6,7              fornication

People often regard the sexual act with shame
and even contempt.

           Job 31:33         Adam concealed his lower parts;
         his blemish was in his lower parts. 

       Gen 2:25 and Gen 3:7   fornication

Fall of Man



The Spiritual Fall and the Physical Fall

premature
desire for

sexual love

monopolized God’s love
(before Adam and Eve) God

AA
Lucifer AE

spiritual illicit
sexual relationship

Spiritual Fall

Eve      feelings of dread and wisdom

power of unprincipled love power of unprincipled love 

Physical Fall

illicit sexual relationship

excessive desire for love

felt a decrease of love
(after Adam and Eve)

Fall of Man



evil
physical
actions

Satan evil spirit
persons

spirit
self

physical
self

 Satan’s Activities in 
Human Society

Mt 25:41
“ ‘...the devil and his angels’ ”

                     Lk 22:3
Then Satan entered into Judas called Iscariot...

Fall of Man



The Works of Good Spirits and 
Evil Spirits

sense of peace 
and righteousness

health

anxiety, fear 
and selfishness

sickness

Good Spirits
God

good spirit persons
good angels

Evil Spirits
Satan

evil spirit persons
evil angels

 person

Fall of Man



Freedom, the Fall, and Restoration
Freedom of the original mind brings about 

only good results.
The Fall was not because of freedom 

of the original mind.

line of the Fall

Adam
Eve

freedom Fall by the power 
of unprincipled love

Restoration
by the power 
of Principled 

love

freedom

Fall of Man



There are hundreds of billions of spirits in the spirit world. 

Billions of spirits are on the attack to take hold over the 
physical world. 

Neurosis is one resultant phenomenon of this reality.

After the year 2000, people will be able to communicate with 
each other spiritually. 

Whether they communicate with evil or good spirits, 
they may fight even if they are ordered not to make war. 



This time could come, but the mission of the 
Unification Principle is to prevent this.
A tall tower produces radio interference. 
The phenomena of neurosis are like that. 

The most fearful thing would be if only evil spirits 
mobilized and attacked the physical world. 

What would happen if that were case? 

Regardless of the number of people on earth, 
they would all be attacked by evil spirits.

                                                      /CSG 2006 Book 5 7:2



Chapter 6
The Second AdventThe Second Advent



But there is no clear understanding 
concerning details of the Second Advent.

When?  How?  Where?

Jesus clearly foretold his return.

Mt 16:27

“For the Son of man is to come with his angels
in the glory of his Father...”



When Will Christ Return?When Will Christ Return?

Section 1



400 + 400 + 120 + 400 + 210 + 400 = 1930

 around 1918 ~ 1930

1517 + 400 = 1917

end of WW I = 1918

Last Days = today

1920



How Will Christ Return?How Will Christ Return?

Section 2



2) The return of Elijah

2 Kings 2:11
… Elijah went up by a whirlwind into heaven.

1) The mission of John the Baptist

    Many Jewish people believed that Elijah
    would descend from heaven (2 Kings 2:11),

    Most Christians read the Bible with the
    preconception that J/B completed his given
    mission, but in fact he did not.





       The Return of Christ by His Birth in the Flesh

Bible Indications of the Birth of the LSA in the Flesh

1) Lk 17:25
“But first he must suffer many things and be rejected by 
this generation.”

2) Lk 18:8
“...when the Son of man comes, will he find faith 
on earth?”

3) Lk 17:20
... “The kingdom of God is not coming with signs 
to be observed.”



4) Mt 7:22,23

“On that day many will say to me, ‘Lord, Lord, did we 
not prophesy in your name, and cast out demons in 
your name, and do many mighty works in your name?’

And then will I declare to them, ‘I never knew you; 
depart from me, you evildoers.’ ”

5) Rev 12:5

She brought forth a male child (New Adam), one who is 
to rule all the nations with a rod of iron, but her child 
was caught up to God and to his throne.



Where Will Christ Return?Where Will Christ Return?

Section 3



The Nation of the East:  Korea

From ancient times, “Eastern nations” refers
to Korea, Japan, and China.



 The Front Line of God and Satan

1) The line of rivalry between
    God and Satan

South
Korea

38

North
Korea

    the offering of the nation as a
    sacrifice

           cut in two by the 38th
parallel.

The Korean War (1950-1953)

    mobilization of many
    UN member-nations

           a worldwide significance



The shape of Korea: special meaning according to the I Ching. 
It looks like the archangel blowing a trumpet. Rev 8:6; 1 Thess. 4:16

Church level
Blessing

1960



The shape of Korea: special meaning according to the I Ching. 
It looks like the archangel blowing a trumpet. Rev 8:6; 1 Thess. 4:16

USA has the role of roman-empire 2000 years ago.
DP: The situations unfolding in Christianity today are 

similar to those which took place in Judaism at Jesus' time. 

World level
Blessing

2003

Church level
Blessing

1960



The shape of Korea: special meaning according to the I Ching. 
It looks like the archangel blowing a trumpet. Rev 8:6; 1 Thess. 4:16

USA has the role of roman-empire 2000 years ago.
DP: The situations unfolding in Christianity today are 

similar to those which took place in Judaism at Jesus' time. 

Cosmic level
Blessing

2013
Church level

Blessing

1960

World level
Blessing

2003



The Korean flag is called taegukki. Its appearance symbolizes the 
principles of yin and yang in Oriental philosophy. 

The circle in the center is divided into two equal parts. 

The upper red section represents the ”positive” cosmic energy yang. 
Similarly, the lower blue section symbolizes, the ”negative” cosmic 

forces yin. 

The two forces together embody the concept 
of perpetual motion and balance and harmony 

that characterize the eternal realm. (KoH)



Benny Andersson
Sweden



Dae Mo Nim’s Work to Separate 
Earthbound Spirits

•  In the mid-1980s, Rev. Sun Myung Moon recognized 
  a need to address the debilitating phenomenon of 
  attached earthbound spirits on the population of the world, 
  especially beginning with the members of the 
  Unification Church. 

  For this purpose he chose Soon Ae Hong, 
  the mother of his wife Hak Ja Han Moon. 

  See http://journals.uts.edu/volume-ix-2008



A Comparison of William Baldwin’s “Spirit Releasement 
Therapy” and Dae Mo Nim’s Ancestor Liberation

Both Baldwin and Dr. Shakuntala Modi, 
through their depossession practices, have discovered 
that somewhere between 80% and 90% of their clients’ 
debilitating symptoms were caused by possessing 
human and demon entities, and that removing these 
attached spirits for the most part permanently 
removed their patients’ symptoms.



Furthermore, in 1991, Baldwin publicly declared that 

“spirit attachment is almost universal in the human population” 

and, for this reason, mental health professionals and 
clergy should be “trained to use the appropriate 
techniques to relieve this affliction.”

 As if to answer this call, Dae Mo Nim has appeared in 
our time as a providential healer, whose depossession 
techniques serve humanity as a whole:



There is another enormous pollution yet unknown to 
humanity, and this is the spiritual pollution. 

Few people know that the invisible spiritual pollution 
is more dangerous than the visible pollution. 

The Chung Pyung Spiritual Training Center is a place 
of recycling evil spirits into absolutely good spirits (ABS).

It creates a miracle of giving rebirth to the spiritual 
selves degraded like useless garbage and transforming
them into God’s children with cosmic value.







"When we let freedom ring, when we let it ring from every 
village and every hamlet, from every state and every city, 
we will be able to speed up that day when all of God's 
children, black men and white men, Jews and Gentiles, 
Protestants and Catholics, will be able to join hands and 
sing in the words of that old Negro spiritual, 

"Free at last! Free at last! 
Thank God almighty, we are free at last!"

Dr. Martin Luther King



Unification Church Universal Holy Blessing



Tree of Life

Benny Andersson
Sweden



Remarkable Messages from the Spiritual Realm
www.messagesfromspiritworld.info/

Sung Han Lee
2000-2002



In Order To Realize the World Of Peace
Rev. Sun Myung Moon

February 6, 2003

2003

A prophecy
I would like to ask you to take deep interest in the prophecy 
that I am about to make. 
Humankind is at a turning point. 
This era is that long-awaited time in which the power of God 
will become manifest in our lives, even though He is invisible 
and has seemed almost powerless and nonexistent in the past.



In Order To Realize the World Of Peace
Rev. Sun Myung Moon

February 6, 2003

2003

The time has come when the absolute power of God, 
who is the Lord of the holy order and laws which really do 
exist in all things and in the universe, will manifest in amazing 
ways and be experienced by people in their daily lives.



2003

In this way, humankind will naturally experience the laws 
of the universe, and become true people through a clear 
change in character. 

Through this, people will learn that the existing order of the 
universe and the relationships of humankind were not made 
to be centered on oneself or self-interest; 
rather, they were made to live for the sake of others altruistically. 



Final
Prophecy
for 2013

Dr. Sun Myung Moon 

July 24, 2010
6.13 by the Heavenly Calendar

Manhattan Center, New York City

I have already proclaimed that 

January 13, 2013 (Moon Cal.) 
= February 22, 2013 (Solar Calendar) 
will be “Foundation Day.” 

That day will be the actual 
beginning of God’s Kingdom of Cheon Il Guk.



Final
Prophecy
for 2013

Therefore, it is time for all people to be humbly obedient to 
Heaven’s decree. An unavoidable time is upon us today 
when we must invest ourselves completely with a life or 
death commitment for these remaining three years under 
the guidance of the True Parents who carry out the 
providence on earth as 
the substantial representatives of God, the King of Kings. 

All the good spirits in the spirit world are mobilized and are 
already moving forward, a step ahead of you.



Amen
&

Aju! (2006)



I am working hard to send my anointed representatives 
to all nations. 
The era in which they live is one in which 
mistakes such as that of John the Baptist 
will never be repeated.

Unlike Jesus, whose time ended abruptly through his going 
the way of the cross, I surely will complete the restoration
of God's homeland on this earth, as I have received
Heaven's seal as the King of Peace.



With God and the King of Peace as the central axis, 
I shall lead the anointed representatives sent throughout
the world and so create the original ideal kingdom of
everlasting peace.                                   
                                                                           /Book 13 Peace Messages



Great Future for Mankind´
True Parents for Heaven  Earth

and Humankind

Golden Age



According to the Buddhist scriptures, Udumbara 
is an imaginary flower that only blossoms every 3000 
years when the King of Falun comes to the human world. 

This heavenly flower is a sign of rare preciousness 
and a miracle.



https://vimeo.com/143968191?utm_source=No.+267



Summary:

Prophecies are 
not for the purpose  of the satisfaction of human curiosity, 
rather to prepare us for the future. 

Mans 5% + Gods 95% = 100 % Fulfillment of Gods Will!
              Be Responsible – Witness - Do Good!

               We are at the center of the providence. 
               On us it depends whether we will bring 
                        blessing or curs in our future.         5%/5%
                                        

                                    /Nostradamus, the Korean Prophecy and the Bible
                                     Yulian Marianov September 14, 2010



So in the present case I tell you, keep away from these men 
and let them alone,  for 
if this plan or this undertaking is of man, it will fail;
but if it is of God, 
you will not be able to overthrow them. 
You might even be found opposing God!”   

                     /Gamaliel, a teacher of the Law 
                     held in honor by all the people   

                                                       
                                       /Acts of the Apostles, chapt 5, vers 34-42



Conclusion: Let Gamaliels word of 2000 years 
today again ring true in our modern time.

if this plan or this undertaking is of man, it will fail
but if it is of God, 
you will not be able to overthrow them.



      It is the Word of the Lord of the Second Advent
   that convince Future Mankind that Christ has come!

She bore a male Child who was to rule all nations with a rod of iron (Truth).
 He had a name written that no one knew except Himself. Rev 12:5 &19:12

     

          The Messiah will come with a "New Name“ = New Adam



…rule all nations with a rod of iron (Truth).   
Rev 12:5



2015

There was great rejoicing on September 1, 2015 
in Cheong Pyeong, Korea, with the successful 
publication of the Cham Bumo Gyeong
in Korean, English and Japanese. 



 

Expressions of Truth!

Until Original
 Mission of Jesus

After the 
Coming of Heaven

Life and 
Mission of 

Second Coming



References:
Main Source: Divine Principle:  www.unification.net/dp96
Journal of Unification Studies Volume: 
www.tparents.org/Library/Unification/Publications/JUS-8-2007/JUS-8-2007-7.htm

Speeches by Sun Myung Moon: www.tparents.org/Lib-Moon-Talk.htm
Cheon Seong Gyeong
+ Unification and Christian friends and some own Inspiration

Share the Gospel of Gospels
Christ has Returned

A New Bright Future for Sinless Mankind



Short Vocabulary:
AGS =Absolute Good Spirits
CBG = Chambumo Gyeong, Holy Textbook
CSG = Cheon Seong Gyeong, Holy Textbook
CIG  = Cheon Il Guk, Two persons become one, KoH
CP   = Cheong Pyeong, Spir. training ground Korea
DP   = Divine Principle, v1973 
EDP = Divine Principle, v1996
HDH = Hon Dok Hae; Daily Holy Text-reading
KoH = Kingdom of Heaven 
LSA = Lord of Second Advent
OT   = Old Testament
NT   = New Testament
CT   = Completed Testament
TF   = True Father, SMM = Sun Myung Moon
TM  =  True Mother, Hak Ja Han Moon
TTM = Teaching and Textbook Material (G=Great)
UC  = Unification Church
See also extended Vocabulary:
http://www.slideshare.net/bdp003/vocabulary-uc



Have a great Blessed week.
                                                                          by Bengt de Paulis

Thank you for watching/listening!
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